Agendas can be obtained via the Internet at https://apps.azleg.gov/BillStatus/AgendaSearch
Persons with a disability may request a reasonable accommodation such as a sign language interpreter, by contacting the Senate Secretary’s
Office: (602) 926-4231 (voice). Requests should be made as early as possible to allow time to arrange the accommodation.

ARIZONA STATE SENATE
Fifty-fifth Legislature - Second Regular Session
MEETING NOTICE

COMMITTEE ON RULES
DATE: Monday, February 21, 2022

SENATORS:

1.
2.

Alston
Borrelli
Leach

TIME: 12:45 P.M.

Quezada
Rios

ROOM: Caucus Room 1

Gray, Vice-Chairman
Fann, Chairman

Call to Order
Clear Bills

Bills
SB1016
SB1032
SB1053
SB1058
SB1061
SB1062
SB1063
SB1064
SB1067
SB1113

off-label use; refusal prohibition
____ pharmacies;
(Townsend)

Subject of Strike Everything
Amendment
HHS - prescriptions; public
health emergency

fence construction; appropriation
____ border
(Rogers)
exemption; vaccine; violation;
____ religious
classification (Townsend: Blackman)
____ drive-up voting; prohibition (Rogers)
scholarship special plates (Leach:
____ army
Borrelli)
recovery programs; report; posting
____ dropout
(Leach)
vacancies; precinct committeemen
____ legislative
(Leach)
____ Hualapai tribe special plates (Borrelli)
infrastructure finance authority; cities
____ water
(Shope)

NREW - cities; water
infrastructure finance authority

Short Title

treatment; enhanced services
____ court-ordered
(Barto)
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Bills
SB1120

Short Title

Subject of Strike Everything
Amendment

fraud countermeasures; paper; ink.
____ ballot
(Borrelli: Barto, Fann, et al)
of judge; grounds; decision (Petersen:
____ change
Barto, Fann, et al)

JUD - settlement agreement;
consent decree; prohibition

SB1138

transition; prohibitions; public monies
____ gender
(Petersen)

HHS - irreversible gender
reassignment surgery; minors

SB1171

____ unlawful feeding; wildlife; exception (Gowan)
correction; insurance; existing actions APPROP - architect; capitol;
____ technical
(Gowan)
legislative council

SB1137

SB1178
SB1198
SB1204
SB1206
SB1210
SB1230
SB1248
SB1262
SB1266
SB1278
SB1279
SB1280
SB1285
SB1298
SB1312
SB1322
SB1325
SB1329
SB1338
SB1343

governments; lobbying; prohibition
____ local
(Petersen: Leach, Cook)
brokers; bankers; qualifications
____ mortgage
(Pace: Cook)
____ license plate design and color (Pace: Carroll)
ill; transportation; evaluation;
____ mentally
treatment (Barto: Townsend, Cook, et al)
disabilities; provider increases
____ developmental
(Barto: Cook)
____ beer shipments; coercion; prohibition (Gowan)
lending programs; auditor general
____ government
(Livingston)
tax; administration; county assessor
____ property
(Livingston)
____ wage rates; technical correction (Mesnard)

FIN - credit support programs;
lending; report

COM - labor organizations;
fiduciary guidelines; definitions

historic board; name change
____ geographic;
(Steele: Alston, Bowie, et al)
bicycling special plates (Steele: Alston,
____ Arizona
Borrelli, et al)
manual; legislative council (Ugenti____ elections
Rita)
mask mandate; prohibition
____ government
(Rogers)
correction; child care; licensing
HHS - physical therapy; practice;
____ technical
(Barto)
imaging
organization tax credit; inflation
____ charitable
(Shope)
____ independent living program; stipend (Shope)
national rankings; ranked states
____ Arizona
(Boyer)

____ paper ballots; hand count; precincts (Rogers)
ballots; provisionals; precinct tallies
____ early
(Rogers)
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ED - elections; counties;
tabulation; posting

Bills
SB1346
SB1359
SB1360
SB1361
SB1362
SB1363
SB1371
SB1372
SB1374
SB1375
SB1377
SB1378
SB1380
SB1382
SB1399
SB1402
SB1403
SB1406
SB1407
SB1408
SB1409
SB1411
SB1445
SB1457
SB1460

Short Title

Subject of Strike Everything
Amendment

employees; vaccination inquiries
____ state
prohibited (Rogers)
workers; unique passwords
____ election
(Townsend: Borrelli, Livingston, et al)
observers; access (Townsend: Borrelli,
____ election
Livingston, et al)
certificates of educational convenienceED - exchange programs;
____ schools;
(Boyer)
certificates of convenience

____ early ballot on-site tabulation (Mesnard)
judgments; applicability
____ foreign-country
(Mesnard)
____ county salaries; precinct officers. (Pace)
exemptions; motor vehicles; nonresidents
____ TPT;
(Pace)
equivalent student; expenditure
____ full-time
limitation (Shope)
savings program; state treasurer
____ retirement
(Gray)
____ off-highway vehicles; fund (Kerr: Rogers)
____ internet sex offender website; offenses (Kerr)
____ voter registration rolls; maintenance (Rogers)
employee assistance; notice
____ municipal
(Petersen)
religious discrimination; prohibition
____ adoption;
(Kerr: Barto)
marijuana establishments; dual licensing
____ rural
(Gowan)
commission; workers' compensation; COM - workers' compensation;
____ industrial
claim (Gowan)
industrial commission; claim
military absences; higher education
____ excused
(Gowan)
____ governmental mall; legislative council (Gowan)
____ luxury privilege tax; credit (Gowan)
____ municipal taxes and fees; notice (Gowan)
____ early ballots; tracking system (Mesnard)
vulnerable adult abuse; smuggling
____ child;
(Rogers)
machines; hardware; software; access
____ voting
(Borrelli: Barto, Fann, et al)
____ election law amendments (Shope)
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Bills
SB1465
SB1466
SB1469
SB1475
SB1476
SB1477
SB1478
SB1495
SB1498
SB1509
SB1514
SB1515
SB1525

Short Title

Subject of Strike Everything
Amendment

equipment; requirements; records; origin
____ voting
(Rogers)
____ pupils with chronic health conditions (Boyer)
substances monitoring; search
____ controlled
warrants (Barto)
registration; citizenship; falsification;
GOV - election complaints;
____ voter
penalties (Townsend: Livingston, Burges, et al) attorney general
meetings; in-person attendance
GOV - ballot numbering; custody
____ public
(Townsend: Burges, Fillmore)
registration; felonies; clerk; database
____ voter
(Townsend: Borrelli, Livingston, et al)
county supervisors; ballot; markers
____ elections;
(Townsend: Burges, Fillmore)
____ personal data; internet; consent (Mesnard)
____ risk management; state agency liability (Leach)
officers; residency requirements
____ state
(Petersen)
care institutions; visitation (Barto:
____ health
Borrelli, Boyer, et al)
firefighters; cancer fund; distributions
____ municipal
(Boyer)
barriers; study committee;
____ median
appropriation (Gabaldon: Alston, Quezada, et
al)

SB1530
SB1541
SB1556
SB1565
SB1566
SB1567
SB1568
SB1569
SB1570
SB1572
SB1573
SB1574

foster care; stipend (Alston: Bowie,
____ kinship
Contreras, et al)
____ unjustified action; political action; costs (Leach)
____ cost recovery; contingency fee case (Leach)
____ supreme court; attorney licensing (Leach)
____ state bar; attorney charges; damages (Leach)
prohibitions; evidence of immunityHHS - employers; vaccinations;
____ vaccinations;
(Barto)
religious exemption
professionals; complaints; investigations
____ health
(Barto)
technician trainees; pharmacists;
____ pharmacy
compounding (Barto)
equipment; security; results; tabulation
____ election
(Townsend)
____ voting list; images; cast votes (Townsend)
count; political parties; employees
____ hand
(Townsend)
irregularities; report; legislative review
____ voting
(Townsend)
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Bills
SB1576
SB1577
SB1592
SB1593
SB1596
SB1602
SB1607
SB1609
SB1617
SB1624
SB1626
SB1630
SB1631
SB1633
SB1636
SB1637
SB1638
SB1649
SB1653
SB1654
SB1660
SB1682
SB1702
SB1708
SB1717

Short Title
equipment; fractional votes; manual
____ tabulating
(Townsend)
adjudicated ballots; categories
____ elections;
(Townsend)
declaration; fiscal impact analysis
____ governor's
(Gray)
offenses; forensic examination;
____ sexual
expenses (Kerr)
____ off-highway vehicles (Kerr)

Subject of Strike Everything
Amendment

TAT - off-highway vehicle study
committee

____ central state repository; offenses (Petersen)
guard; volunteers (Townsend: Livingston,
____ state
Rogers)
contests; invalidated election;
____ election
sanctions (Townsend)
districts; property; peaceful protesting
____ school
(Ugenti-Rita: Boyer, Pace)
disclosure; intimate images;
____ unauthorized
remedies (Mesnard)
community colleges; sexual
ED - sexual misconduct;
____ universities;
misconduct (Mesnard)
universities; community colleges
buses; student transportation; vehicles
____ school
(Kerr: Boyer, Gowan, et al)
energy; public policy; reliability (Kerr:
____ electric
Fann, Gray, et al)
aggravated harassment; offense
____ harassment;
(Kerr)
____ use tax; service vehicles; inventory (Pace)
professionals; business entities;
____ health
interference (Pace: Shah)
ballots; visually impaired voters (Pace:
____ early
Shah)
recovery programs; online instruction
____ dropout
(Boyer)

ED - online instruction; dropout
recovery programs

____ lifetime injunction; crime victim (Kerr: Dunn)
seizure management; treatment plans
____ schools;
(Kerr: Dunn)
Yaqui tribe special plates (Gonzales:
____ Pascua
Hatathlie, Steele, et al)
educational classes; discretionary
____ juveniles;
(Gonzales: Hatathlie)
release; owners; spouse; notice
____ impounds;
(Gonzales)
picture production; tax credits (Gowan:
____ motion
Alston, Borrelli, et al)
monies; report; JLBC; date
APPROP - mine inspector;
____ nonappropriated
(Gowan)
abandoned mines; appropriation
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Bills
SB1718
SCR1032
SCR1048
SCR1049
SM1003

Short Title

____ appropriation; border security fund (Gowan)
legislative authority; elections
____ plenary
(Townsend: Borrelli, Gowan, et al)
V convention; term limits (Mesnard:
____ article
Bowie, Shope, et al)
opportunities; children; support
____ educational
(Boyer)
grids; security; strengthening
____ electrical
(Rogers)

02/18/2022
RSH
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Subject of Strike Everything
Amendment

